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Abstract. This paper describes a new approach to interactive workflow
management in the grid. By modification of existing system for manage-
ment of applications composed of web and grid services an interactive
workflow management system has been created, which allows users to
manage complex jobs, composed of several program executions, inter-
actively. The system uses an interactivity functionality provided by the
Interactive European Grid project to forward commands from a GUI to
a workflow manager running inside of a grid job. The tool is able to vi-
sualize the inner workflow of the application and the user has complete
in-execution control over the job, can see its partial results, and can
even alter it while it is running. This allows not only to accommodate
the job workflow to the data it produces, extend or shorten it, but also
to interactively debug and tune the job.

1 Introduction

The focus of current grid infrastructures like the EGEE [8] and middlewares
like the gLite [6] is targeted on batch processing of computing intensive jobs,
usually sequential ones. While this model is very good for e.g. parameter study
applications, where the execution time of a single instance is not that important
as the time required to process the whole set of jobs, there is a lot of applications
where the minimization of the run rime of a single instance is important. One of
the ways to achieve that goal is to parallelize the computation into cooperating
processes using for example the MPI [7] messaging protocol as a means for data
exchange.

The other feature lacking in currently prevalent grid infrastructures is the
ability to interact with an application running in the grid. This fact stems from
the focus on the high throughput aspect of the whole grid architecture. After
having the high throughput grids established and deployed on the production
level, it is time to support the additional types of applications.

The development in the Interactive European Grid (int.eu.grid) project [3]
is focused on implementing these two missing features, intra– and inter–cluster
MPI support, and interactive applications. The tools providing this functionality
are discussed in the next section.
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Section 3 describes an interactive workflow management system of the flood
forecasting application. The system was developed as a modification of system
developed previously in the project K-Wf Grid [9] as a management tool for
application composed of web and grid services. It allows users to manage more
complex jobs, composed of several program executions, in an interactive and
comfortable manner. The system uses the interactive channel of the project to
forward commands from a GUI to the on-site workflow manager and to control
the job during execution. While the system is used to interactively run the work-
flow of the flood forecasting application, it is also suitable for other applications,
where the user may want to adapt their workflow execution during runtime,
according to partial results or other conditions.

Section 4 shows a real use case of the system – the flood forecasting application.

2 Tools for Interactivity and MPI

In order to use the interactivity and MPI [7], the application had to be integrated
with or adapted to several components of the int.eu.grid project. The application
executable had to be modified to use the MPI calls and linked to MPI library. On
the client side, an application specific visualization plug-in had to be created to
provide customized user interface for the application in the Migrating Desktop
(MD) [4] rich client framework. The MD provides an application programming
interface (API) to the developer for direct connection to the application. The
conceptual schema is shown on the Fig. 1. Below we give further description of
these components.

The user interface client—Migrating Desktop—is a rich client framework and
graphical user interface (GUI) that hides the complexities of the grid from the
user. It provides basic functionality necessary for working with grid: single sign-
on using user’s certificate, data management (transfer of data files from a work-
station to the grid and back, registration of files to the virtual directory), job
management (job submission, monitoring), visualization of job results. The MD
is implemented in the Java language and runs as a client on the user’s machine.
It is based on the Eclipse OSGi framework [10] plug-in architecture, thus al-
lowing customization of its functionality. Plug-ins play an important role in the
application support by providing application specific functionality. Input plug-
ins provide custom input parameter specification, visualization plug-ins provide
visualization of the application outputs and the user interface for interactive
application control. A plug-in is provided in the form of a Java archive called
bundle. It is loaded to the MD automatically upon startup, after registration into
the central registry. In order to be able to control the interactive application,
writing a visualization plug-in is usually necessary.

The user–application connection is realized by setting up an interactive data
channel between the application running in the grid and the client plug-in. It is
a data tunnel that can transfer raw binary data that are to be interpreted by
the application. The channel passes all the data from the standard output of the
application to the plug-in and data sent to the channel are passed to the standard
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Fig. 1. Interactive channel connecting Migrating Desktop with application running in
the grid

input of the application. In case of the MPI application, standard outputs of all
MPI processes are merged and sent as one output stream into the channel. The
standard input is available only to the master process of the application, which
must then distribute any information to other processes if necessary (see Fig. 1).

Starting jobs from the MD allows the user to request a setup of the interactive
channel, which is then connected to the application plug-in. The interactive
channel is then set up transparently to the application. It connects the standard
input, standard output and error output of the application with the MD, where
they are available as separate data streams in the visualization plug-in of the
application. The application plug-in has to explicitly support interactivity and
support it in an application specific way, so it usually has to be implemented for
each application from scratch.

Because the MD must be firewall friendly and it cannot be expected that
it will have direct connection from the outside, a proxy machine is used to
pass the communication from the grid to MD. The proxy machine is called
Remote Access Server (RAS) and is used also for other tasks that might require
traversing firewalls, e.g. file transfers. The channel between RAS and grid nodes is
created using the glogin [5] tool. It uses a special setup procedure and certificate–
based authentication to create a SSH tunnel. Channel between RAS and MD is
currently implemented as a simple HTTP polling.

3 Interactive Workflow Management

The execution of a workflow in the grid environment usually means automatic
execution of its tasks by some kind of a workflow engine. From the user’s point
of view the whole workflow is processed as one big job and the user can at
most monitor the execution of single tasks of the workflow. In this section we
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describe a dynamic grid workflow execution and management system, which
allows interactive monitoring and changing of a workflow running in the grid.

The difference between classical grid workflows and the one described here is
that our workflow is submitted to the grid (i.e. to a resource broker [16] managing
job submissions for that particular grid) as one job that will be started on one of
the grid resources and then all the tasks of the workflow are executed internally as
part of that workflow job. The workflow job is connected to the user interface via
the interactive channel that allows the user to monitor and change the workflow
and its properties. The advantage of executing the workflow in this manner is
fast startup of the workflow tasks as they do not have to go through the grid
resource broker.

The tool is suitable for applications, where the user may adapt their execution
during runtime, according to partial results. If the need arises, another analysis
may be added to process any interesting partial results that were computed. Or,
if a simulation provides uninteresting data, the rest of the workflow subtree may
be cancelled, and resources shifted to other parts of the job. Any application,
which currently uses a shell script calling several components (binary modules
or other scripts) may be easily converted to a visually controlled workflow. The
workflow can then be saved, exported to an XML file, and later reused – such
reuse is very simple even for non-experts.

In Section 3.1 we describe the original implementation of the workflow exe-
cution engine that was implemented in the KWf-Grid [9,2] project and then in
Section 3.2 the re-implementation of the workflow engine to the grid environment
of the int.eu.grid project.

3.1 Interactive Workflow Using K-Wf Grid Middleware

The main component of the Grid Application Control module, and the core of
the architecture of K-Wf Grid (see Fig. 3.1) is the Grid Workflow Execution
Service (GWES) [11,12]. This component is a web service, whose main function
is to analyze, process, manage, and execute workflows described in a workflow
description language based on Petri nets and called Grid Workflow Description
Language (GWorkflowDL) [13].

The GWorkflowDL is a dialect of XML, designed specifically for controlling
workflows of services, programs, grid jobs, or data transfer operations using the
semantics of Petri nets. While the most widely used abstraction for workflows
today is the Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG), Petri nets provide theory which is
at least comparable to the theory supporting DAG operations, and enable to
describe wider range of constructs, including cycles and conditional branches.
Moreover, in Petri nets the data is an integral part of the whole construction
(represented by so-called ”tokens”), and so the GWorkflowDL document at any
stage describes the whole state of the system, which is very useful for repeating
experiments and doing parameter studies. It is possible to let the workflow exe-
cute to a certain stage, then take a snapshot of its current structure into a file,
and then try several executions with different parameters by simply modifying
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Fig. 2. Architecture of components used in the K-Wf Grid project

the snapshot GWorkflowDL file. The GWES engine in K-Wf Grid is implemented
as a web service, with operations that allow to

– Initiate a workflow
– Start a previously initiated workflow
– Suspend a running workflow
– Resume a suspended workflow
– Abort a running workflow (similar to suspending, but the workflow cannot

be resumed)
– Restart a finished workflow
– Set and get user-readable workflow description
– Query the unique workflow identifier or its status
– Store the workflow to a preconfigured XML database
– Retrieve a stored workflow from the database
– Query any data token in a workflow
– Get or set some specific properties of a workflow.

A more detailed description of all capabilities of GWES, as well as a complete
state transition diagram for GWorkflowDL-described workflow can be found
in [14].

The GWES is supported by several other services and tools. In project K-Wf
Grid, it is mainly the Workflow Composition Tool (WCT) and Automated Appli-
cation Builder (AAB). Since GWorkflowDL supports several levels of abstraction
for activities in a workflow, these tools are used to concretize an abstract place.
WCT is responsible for finding an appropriate service class (non-grounded ser-
vice interface description), or several service classes, for an abstract activity.
AAB then finds all grounded services, which do expose the interface selected by
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WCT. From these, one is picked at runtime by the scheduler (scheduling algo-
rithms may be selected by users). These components are an integral part of the
semantic support facility of the workflow construction and execution process,
and they use information present in the knowledge base of the infrastructure.

Another tool supporting GWES is the Grid Workflow User Interface (GWUI).
GWUI is a graphical front-end for GWES, able to visualize a workflow handled
by GWES. Using GWUI, user may monitor a workflow, and perform basic inter-
action with it—execute it, pause, abort, query and modify data tokens in places
of the Petri net. A sample of the visualization can be seen in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. A screenshot of a sample workflow visualized in GWUI

3.2 Interactive Workflows with GWES in int.eu.grid

In the project int.eu.grid, the infrastructure supporting GWES, as well as GWES
itself is modified to fit into the common grid infrastructure based on the LCG [15]
and the gLite [6] grid middlewares.

Since the int.eu.grid applications are not based on SOA architecture, but on
more common grid jobs, GWES has been modified to be part of the core of
an executable module, which is then executed as a grid job in the project’s
infrastructure. This job is then interactively managed by the user via GWUI
embedded into the Migrating Desktop (MD) interface.

The GWES was converted into a stand-alone Java application, executable
from command line. When the job starts, first executed application is GWES,
with a parameter pointing to a GWorkflowDL description of the workflow to
execute. Instead of a web service interface, GWES communicates through its
standard input and output, which are connected to the interactive channel of
int.eu.grid. At the other end of this channel is the GWUI, working as visual-
ization plug-in in the MD. It was also modified to communicate through the
interactive channel facilities of MD instead of accessing a remote web service.
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The general capabilities of the GWES remain almost the same as in the K-Wf
Grid. It has been extended with another job type, so it is now able to execute
local programs, which are referenced by activities in the GWorkflowDL Petri net.
The GWUI has received the ability to modify workflows by adding, removing,
and reconnecting activities and places. The possibility to edit the data has also
remained.

The WCT and AAB components are no longer present in this setup, since
the workflow is not constructed from start automatically. Also, the scheduler
has been replaced by a simpler module, which is able to allocate nodes to the
executed activities. This is now internal part of the GWES.

The workflow job is started from MD as a special MPI interactive job. The
number of nodes requested for the job must be equal or greater to the number of
nodes required by any single task of the workflow, otherwise the workflow would
fail. The allocation of nodes inside the workflow job is performed according to
parameters set by user in the GWorkflowDL document. If there are several ac-
tivities ready to fire (execute), those which cannot receive enough computational
nodes wait until other activities finish and vacate their allocated nodes. If GWES
during execution encounters activity, whose demands for nodes exceeds the total
number of nodes allocated to the interactive job, it signals a fault to the user,
and aborts the workflow.

4 Flood Forecasting Application

The flood forecasting application itself started its life in the EU project AN-
FAS [17]. In the beginning, it was an HPC experiment, using a hydraulic sim-
ulation model only to predict water flow in an area hit by a river flood. After
ANFAS, the application has been significantly extended during the CROSS-
GRID [18,1] project, to contain a whole cascade of simulation models, and to use
the Globus Toolkit [21], then in version 2. Since floods usually occur as a result of
specific weather conditions, marked mainly by period of heavy precipitation, the
simulations begin with weather prediction. From this prediction, a hydrological
model computes runoff into the riverbed, and from thus prediction river level,
a hydraulic simulation can predict actual flooding of the target area. With the
development of the grid and incorporation of the service-oriented architecture
paradigm [22], the application has also changed. In the project MEDIgRID [19],
it was extended with more simulation models and visualization tools, and de-
ployed as a set of loosely coupled WSRF [20] services, using Globus Toolkit [21]
version 4.

The new architecture of what was previously called a simulation cascade [18]
can be seen on Fig. 4). It is a set of loosely coupled models, with several possi-
ble execution scenarios. Figure 4 contains several entities, each of them having
its role in our application. At the top of the figure is depicted our main data
provider, the Slovak Hydrometeorological Institute (SHMI). SHMI provides us
with input data for the first stage of our application, the Meteorology. The me-
teorological forecast is computed by the MM5 model, which operates in three
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Fig. 4. Architecture of the flood forecasting application

distinct operation modes (simple, one-way nested and two-way nested). This is
the forecasting step of the whole application. The predicted weather conditions
are used in the Watershed integration stage to compute water runoff into the tar-
get river. This result is then further processed in the Hydrology stage, where two
models - HSPF and NLC compute river levels for selected geographical points.
These levels are then used to model water flow in the last, Hydraulic stage of
the application. All important results are visualized and displayed to the user -
if he/she requires it.

In the current implementation, the interactive workflow management system
described in previous chapter is used to manage the workflow of this application
inside of a job submitted to the grid.

5 Conclusions

The interactive workflow management developed for the flood forecasting ap-
plication gives the user a new type of steering capabilities in terms of dynamic
workflow restructuring. The application components running inside this system
have no startup penalty compared to regular grid jobs, what is an advantage
for workflows of short lived jobs. Because the system can be used for any other
application consisting of interconnected components, we expect it to be adopted
by other applications in the future.
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